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WHAT IS KINDERGARDEN?
Kindergarden is an exciting outdoor
education program created to encourage
Early Years children to enhance, interact
with and take ownership of the green
spaces that they inhabit.
Kindergarden workshops take place
in a school’s garden or playground
and run twelve months a year, rain or
shine. The programme is divided into
four seasonally themed modules, each
exploring the world of gardens and the
many fascinating living things that occupy
them.

Weekly workshops incrementally build
layers of learning and are filled with
practical gardening activities, story
telling, drama and art. Through these
varied learning mediums Kindergarden
pupils are able to absorb challenging
academic content, expand vocabulary,
develop fine motor skills, whilst
engendering an appreciation of the
living world around them.
In participating in Kindergarden, pupils
and staff will also be integral in the
creation or enhancement of a beautiful
and vibrant garden; a perfect space to
play, observe and learn.

The following four pages outline some of
the things we get up to over the course
of a Kindergarden year.

“Hi Francis,
Thanks so much for the wonderful work
you have put into making the learning
opportunities so hands on for our children.
They are really loving the workshops and it
is so good to have the space used so well at
last!”
GAIL CARLYLE – Deputy Head; Richard Cobden
Primary School, Camden. London
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SPRING Waking and Growing
Period: March-May

Spring also sees the arrival and departure
of many types of birds. Pupils will explore
the story of Lund, the nesting chaffinch
and track her journeys between sunny
London and cold Stockholm.

Key Topics:
• Sleeping seeds and germination
• Migration
• Blossom and pollen
• Seasonal changes
Spring is a very exciting time! The animals
and plants in our gardens are beginning
to wake after a long winter. Pupils are
encouraged to observe the dramatic
garden changes, particularly the
emergence of pollen filled crocus and
daffodil flowers and fruit-tree blossom.
The focal point of Kindergarden’s Spring
Module is the creation of an edible school
garden. Pupils learn how to find and wake
sleeping seeds, and use these new skills
to begin growing fruit and vegetables.
These plants will be nurtured and closely
observed as the year continues. Pupils
will study the unique life-cycle features of
each of their garden plants and discover
the ways in which they are important to us
and the animals that live in and around
them.

“Thank you for the inspiring, enlightening,
creative,
stimulating
and
extremely
fun teaching you have done with Louis.
Wednesdays were always his favourite,
knowing he’d see you. Many, many thanks.”
Josie, parent Highbury Montesorri
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SUMMER The Living Garden
Period: June - September
Key Topics:
• Bees and pollination
• Ladybirds and Aphids
• The Kitchen Garden
• Seed dispersal

Through a series of modelling workshops
pupils carry out in-depth investigations
into the world of insect pollination.
Large papier mache bees and flowers
are created for display in garden and
classroom.
Pupils also harvest fruit and veg from
their edible garden and prepare exciting
raw dishes like carrot sushi and pea stick
puree.
As summer slowly cools, pupils take
part in the Seed Olympics, a game that
explores the miraculous ways in which
plants disperse their seeds.

“Thankyou for everything you do for
us. Your gardening lessons brighten
our weeks….Your friends, (big and
little) at Highbury.”
Irena (Head of School Highbury
Montesorri)

By summer our school’s garden is teaming
with life. Our baby seedlings have grown
into Mummy and Daddy plants, complete
with beautiful flowers, which in turn are
slowly transforming (with a little help
from our busy bee friends) into delicious
fruit.
We observe other animals taking
residence around our garden. Gangs of
pesky green aphids are feasting on the
sap of our poor plants. Heroic ladybirds
are flying to our garden’s rescue,
gobbling up hundreds of these hungry
garden dwellers.
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AUTUMN The Sleeping Garden
Period: October - December
Key Topics:
• Leaf Fall
• Beautiful bulbs
• Spiders
• Hibernation
As the days become shorter and cooler,
pupils observe life in their garden
beginning to slow. Many of our garden’s
plants are coming to the end of their lives,
whilst the bigger trees are dropping their
now colourful leaves in preparation for
sleep.

Pupils also learn the story of The Cardinal,
a large, hairy garden spider. Cardinal
puppets are built and sticky webs woven.
Pupils learn of the grizzly demise of Ringo
Dingo, a garden fly at the hands of the
cunning arachnid.
Pupils will also investigate the world of
bulbs; dissecting layered onions and
nibbling stinky garlic! Sleeping tulips,
daffodils, anemone, crocus and alliums
are also planted out into our school’s
garden in anticipation of spring.

“My son (Eli) now gets to have a gardening
lesson every Thursday. I just wanted to let
you know that it’s the highlight of his week.
It’s discussed endlessly at home! So I just
wanted to say thank you. He’s very lucky”.
Lori-Ann Newman – parent

Pupils build the Hotel Hibernation, a
three tiered bug-hotel, which provides a
winter residence for many of our garden
invertebrates. In doing so, pupils explore
the intriguing world of garden friends
the ground beetle, lacewing and tawnymining bee.
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WINTER Soil Detectives
Period: January - February
Key Topics:
• Creating Soil
• Worms, slugs and nematodes
• Hungry Roots
Whilst things above ground in our
garden may have gone quiet, life in the
soil remains busy.
Throughout the Soil Detective Module,
pupils explore the different types of
soil found in garden and make their
own, using The Soil Making Machine, The
Hammer of Erosion, The Bacteria Graters
and Ravenous Mini-beasts.

Through the construction of a drinking
straw tree, pupils get to grips with the
functions of roots and discover how they
are essential in helping a plant eat and
drink.
Pupils also encounter a number of soil
dwelling animals. Slugs and worms are
hunted for and studied and pupils meet
the lesser known, but equally common
Nematode!
We wanted to thankyou for everything you
have taught Aren. He learnt so much from
you, Most importantly, he won’t be afraid
to touch soil, seeds and insects, which we
believe kids need to know for the future of
this world.
Anes Selim, parent, Wandsworth
Montesorri
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WHY KINDERGARDEN?
Kindergarden as an Early Years
educational programme has a huge
number of pupil benefits.
A garden is an incredible learning
resource, providing a fascinating and
ever-changing classroom backdrop with
which pupils can interact and observe.
In growing a garden, a foundation of
anticipation and intrigue is created,
which ensures a level of pupil investment
and ownership for a protracted period of
time. With the appropriate prompts and
intros (provided by us) the opportunity for
self-instigated learning and imagination
is huge.
Kindergarden allows pupils to explore
and develop many new skills. We
approach the topic of gardens from
many different angles and whilst all
workshops are practical, some may focus
on large-scale model making, others on
gardening tasks, drama, story telling and
poetry. We never shy away from scientific
terminology and consequently gardening
lessons prove hugely beneficial in
vocabulary expansion.

Both group based and individual tasks are
carried out in our workshops, giving pupils
the chance to enhance their personal
and social skills. Weekly workshops also
allow strong bonds to be built between
pupils and the Kindergarden practitioner
and so fostering a comfortable learning
environment.
Kindergarden workshops are a great
place for pupils to develop their fine
motor skills. Much of what the children
engage with during our workshops
requires delicacy and a clear incentive
to be delicate. Over the course of the
year, pupils will learn how to gently water
seedlings, harvest fruit from fragile
plants and hold tiny insects
Studio Cultivate has years of experience
working in both Early Years Education and
the horticultural industry. We contribute
regular articles to EY trade magazines and
blogs and deliver educational workshops
to famous botanical gardens. We are
extremely passionate about bringing
Kindergarden and garden learning to as
many schools and nurseries as possible.

“Francis and his team have designed a
bespoke gardening programme for our
preschool children that has quite frankly
blown us away at Newpark. Their weekly
lessons at all our Montessori nurseries
are a highlight of the week; Francis has
captured the interest of so many of our
children, especially some of our little chaps
who have a light switched on inside them
during his lessons. He not only teaches
gardening skills; he teaches them to be
custodians of their environment, gives
exciting new language and terminology,
and manages to distil some very complex
material (which I struggle with as an
adult!) into a child-friendly format. Each
week builds on the last, so the children’s
knowledge deepens over time to the point
where many are teaching their parents at
home! Studio Cultivate really acknowledges
the parent as an important key to a
child’s learning, so every week’s lesson
is accompanied by a fantastic report,
which we send out to parents on his behalf
by email. Many parents are therefore
following what Francis does at home with
their children.
I really cannot recommend Studio Cultivate
highly enough.”
Tiffany Clutterbuck, Director, Newpark
Montesorri.
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DESIGNING YOUR GARDEN
TRANSFORMATION

Studio Cultivate can provide garden
designs for schools hoping to create or
enhance their gardens. We work closely
with teachers (and pupils) to create
vibrant and productive outdoor spaces
that provide a platform for learning and
play.
We are happy to provide a complimentary
garden design at the beginning of each
contract.

SHEPHERDS BUSH MONTESORRI NURSERY - SCHOOL GARDEN CREATION
Before (below left) and after ( below right)
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COSTINGS AND
WORKSHOP FORMAT
Knowing that all schools and nurseries
are unique, we are more than happy
to discuss the best ways in which
Kindergarden could work at your school.

Our charge per half hr workshop is £32.50.

However, over the years of running
Kindergarden, we have learnt that
workshops
are
most
successful
when delivered to small groups for
short periods of time. We therefore
recommend that each workshop has a
duration of 30mins and is delivered to
no more than eight pupils at a time. The
enables workshop topics to be conveyed
with ease and encourages strong bonds
to be built between practitioner and
pupils.

Our fee includes all learning resources,
modelling and art materials, seeds etc
as well as provision of a weekly lesson
report.

We are more than happy to carry out
numerous workshops over the course of
one school visit.

The minimum charge per school visit is
£65.00.

THE KINDERGARDEN
LESSON REPORTS
Each
Kindergarden
workshop
is
accompanied by a lesson report. Each
report is illustrated and contains the key
information from the workshop. Schools
tell us that these are excellent for
reinforcing workshop content, follow up
learning and for parent interaction.
See right-
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CONTACTING US
If you would like to discuss Studio Cultivate’s
Kindergarden scheme in further detail or are keen to
see what else we get up to, please use the following
information www.studiocultivate.com
francis@studiocultivate.com
@cultivateuk
#gardenlearning
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